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HomeRight Medium Duty Paint Sprayer Titanium
Series
Model: C800916.M
Accomplish Your Household Painting and Staining Projects with Ease
Save money, have fun and be creative by taking on your household painting and staining projects with the
Medium Duty airless paint sprayer. This is the best alternative to hiring a contractor!
Exceeds Traditional Roller and Paintbrush
This Medium Duty sprayer applies an even coating to uneven surfaces, which makes it the go-to option
when painting or staining your fence, furniture, shed or gazebo.
Perfect for Spraying Stain and Latex Paint
With 100 watts of power, the Medium Duty Paint Sprayer is ideal for spraying latex and oil-based paints,
stains and sealers. This allows for more project versatility than the Light Duty Stain Sprayer. For less
thinning, check out the Heavy Duty Paint Sprayer.
Spray at Any Angle
The Flexible Suction Tube (FST) allows the user to spray in any direction while keeping the suction tube
submerged in paint, ensuring a more uniform spray pattern.
Great for Ceilings
Use the cone spray tip and atomizer to paint your ceiling the easy way and have the job done quickly. Spray
at a 45 degree angle for optimal performance.
Volume Control Knob
Depending on the thickness of the material, use the Volume Control Knob to fine-tune your spray pattern for
a more consistent finish.
Comes With Everything You Need
The Medium Duty Paint Sprayer comes with a cleaning brush, oil, long-term storage kit, container clamp,
suction tube, fan spray tip and atomizer.
Exclusive Check Valve Feature allows for quick priming and eliminates spitting
Quick-release cup makes it easy to refill while spraying
Replacement parts available
Backed by a two-year warranty

MSRP:
$99.99
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